STRUCTOTE m THE S.W. FRCTCH MOOSTERIAW
P. Callow and R.E. Uebb
The Problem
Thanks to the relatively high density of Kiddle Palaeolithio altes in the
Perigord region of south^iest France, and the existence of a number of quite
long stratigraphie sequences, the Uousterian industries of the area have
for the past t«o decades provided an important data base for the study of
Inter-asseoblage variability and its inte-pretation in terms of husan
behaviour. In particular, detailed study by Professor F. Bordes and his
associâtes of the typology and technology of the lithic material, and of
the sidiEents, flora and fauna with which It is associated, has ensured .hat
«e have fuller data for man's activity in this period than for any other
prior to the Opoer Palaeolithic of the sane region. It is therefore a
synptom of the present sta.je of development of a theoretical framework .or
Stone Age studies that there is little agreement among prehistorians as .o
the mcanir« of observed variations in the frequency of occurrence of eit/ier
fllat-worklng techniques or different types of tool.
At a purely empirical level, Bordes (l972 and elsewhere) ha» argued for
the existence of four major groupings of Mousterian assemblages on typologicai
and technological grounds, two being susceptible to further subdivision into
•variants'» the Mousterian of Acheullan Tradition (types A and B, with 3 later
than and perhaps evolved out of A), Typical, lenticulate and 'Charentian'
(Quina ar.d Ferrassie variants). Bordes and de Sonneville-Bordes (igfO) nave
suggested that these arise from fr.e coexistence in early Viurm of several
distinct cultural groups - a view considered by some workers to be -jnlikoly
in the absence of ethnographic parallels and of «vidence of a mechanism .0
maintain discreteness over a long period of time. While interdigitation of
the different categories of Mousterian assemblages rules out a simple
evolutionary model, Kellars (I9fi8 and 1970) considers that the Quina typ«
postdates the Ferrassie, and that the K.A.T, is the latest (Typical and
Denticulate failing to show chronological patterning). It has also been
î^î^t^ ou? that sfasonal and other factors may be responsible for some
specialisation in asse=blage composition, though the only attempt as yet
tridentify 'tool kits' is based on one site in north France and two in the
Middle East, and has moreover been criticised on theoretical grounds (BLnford
and Binford 1966, Binford 1968).

•

One of the more remarkable features of the controversy is that the proposed
groups have been adopted for olassificatory purposes by almost all ^tudenoe
of the area without their having been formally,shown to be discrete entities,
despite the necessity which has arisen from time to time to make slight
adjustments to their definitions in order to accomodate new material. "'
it the taxa were no more than the result of partitioning a <=°"^f ^""^.^P";:'^^
of variation in an arbitrary manner much of tho discussion would ^e withoat
.eanlng. It is also possible that some groups may be more valid (in the -.nse
of being phenetically well defined and isolated from other, unrelated, ma-.erlalj
than others. While Bordes and de Sonneville-Bordes (cp- Ç%) h^^« ""^f ^^'*°erams of two indices to demonstrate the existence of multl«id»lity, tnesa
^re drawn for only a single set of intervals and therefor. *f°/.°f ,^°°" ^.
for doubt. Attempts to use multivariate techniques to th«» Ught on intaraai

-70patterning have served to indicate the more Important components of variation
but without periïilttlr^ resolution of the discreteness question for want of
sufficient data.
Thus Doran and Hodson (1966) had at their disposai only
16 assemblages, which Included material froc all ever Prance and even from
Greece, »hile an analysis by Hodson en behalf of Mellars (1967) "as based
on JÎ Perigord series.
The somewhat llr.ited objective of the work described here »as to establish
the extent to which the Bordes partition of the Perigord Uousterian industries
is justified by structure detectable within the available typological and
technological data, an issue fundamental to the discussion of possible
interpretations of observed variability. It is not proposed to consider
causal models, sines these would involve the introduction of ancilliary
evidence requirimi lengthy disoussicn. That the problem studied is far froB
trivial is hcrever indicated by a similar experiment on Mousterian assemblages
from S.E, Franco, which suggested zoning without discreteness and therefore
cast some doubt on the appropriateness of a sixple polyphyletic model (or
at any rate the possibility of identifying the material culture remains of
the different phylae on the basis of the characters examined).
Bat a
Typologloal and technological indices based on the system proposed by Bordes
(1950 and 1972, 48-50) have been published for over sixty S.W. French assemblages,
while Bordes hlriself has very generously placed at the disposal of the authors
a Blmllax quantity of unpublished material (in particular that relating to
the crucial site of Combe-Grenal),
Eany of the 65 flake-tool and 21 handaxe classes proposed by Bordes are only
rarely present; also the use of a very detailed typology would have excluded
all but the largest series from consideration on account of possible sampling
errors. For present purposes, therefore, the following more restricted set
of attributes was employed (for an explanation the reader is referred to
the publications of Bordes cited in the bibliography)1
Technological indices - IL, Ham, IF, IFs, IQ
Typological Indices

- XR^^g, IC^^^, U^x^^^, IB^^^

Characteristic groups - I, H^ggi ^633* ^ess
^yfo frequencies

- Limaces

, Kotches^^^

These are the variables employed by Bordes to define the six categories of
Moueterian assemblage; it should be stressed that one of the assumptions on
which the study is founded is that these are in fact appropriate to the
assemblages, and have been correctly defined and applied (verification of
this assumption by peans of attribute analysis would be prohibitively
expensive).
This data was available, at the commencement of the investigation, for 96
usable Mousterian series from the Perigord region; unfortunately IQ (the
frequency of Quina-type retouch on scrapers) has not been recorded for a
number of other potentially important sites, but this sample is large
enough to give an adequate representation of asnercblage clustering. Attribution
of the aasemblaf-BS to one or other of the Moustorian variants followed the
most recent publi.ihed views of Bordes and his colleagues where possible,
other«iBe being performed according to their prescribed rules.

.

-7;Data tran3forga.tion
Since the variables used are in fact percenta«es, and therefore limited to
the raive 0-100, it waa thought advisable to normalise their distributions
as far as possible by the use of the arosina transformation proposed by Fisher
^''''^'
Analysis

a^i.-^ (P/100)*
«

Although as a preliminary step a Principal Components Analysis was carried
out in order to examine the behaviour of the data without imposing on it
any preconceived structure, a plot of the resulting component scores fails
to suggest discrete groups (except in the case of the Qulna Mousterian),
nor would one necessarily expect them to be appar !nt In projections onto
principal component axes, whose ordering; is in any case determined by the
amount of redundancy in the input variables. Quina was the only group
recovered intact in cluster analyses on raw data and principal oocponent
scores, but again t. xs may be a result of the 'noise' introduced by
irrelevent variables rather than to a «nutne porerty of internal structure
or to the incorrectness of Bordea<B groups.
A technique iiore appropriate to the e-/aluaticr. of groups whose e>:i3tenco
Is already suspected is provided by Canonical Variâtes Analysis, which in
effect provides an optimal representation of the groups by maximising
between-groups variance and ininiraislr^ within-groups variance. Distances
within the resulting multidir.ensional space are free from the effects of
correlation bstveen the input variables; also the same results will be
obtained independent of the scale on which the latter were measured. The
canonical variâtes are linear functions of the original observât lois, and
therefore do not distort the relationship between assemblages in ar.y way i.e. indistinct grroups will not appear any clearer than they are at the
outset. In Û tfo-ee-dimensional space the procesi is oc=e-hit ar-alc^ous
to placing a model constructed of table-tennis balls in the centre of a
room, with the observer looking at it from different angles to find the
rlewpoint from which his suspected clusters are most clearly seen. The
result is dependent upon the input groups defined; if these do not correspond
to 'natural' structuring they will tend to be indistinguishable both in
scattergraas based on variate scores and following cluster analysis of the
Kahalanobis distance matrix. If only minor changes in the allocation of
assemblages would result in improved apparent structure these may be
suggested by the results of cluster analysis or by the application of
the claaslfioatory functions generated during the analysis; repetition of
the cycle 'CTA - reallocation' through several iterations should rapidly
lead to a local optimum (there is of course no way to be sure tnat a global
optimun, from the archaeological if not the statistical point of view, is
obtained).
In the case of the present data, very few assemblages proved to require
réallocation; some of these had in fact been incorrectly assigned in the
first instance (for instance as a result of reference to an out-of-date
publication), while reassignment of assemblages about which the excavator
of the site had expressed doubt actually reduced interdlgltation between
yarlants (i.e. simplified the archaeological succession). The results
described below are based on the final classification of assemblages.

*Far a full description of techniques see Blaoklth 4 Heyment (l97l)
similar publications.
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Figure 2 shows the groupa plotted on the first two canonical variâtes (it
should be remenbered that the soattergram represents a two-dimensional
projection of points from a five-dimensional space, and that apparently
overlapping groups nay well be clearly diatiné-aished by other variâtes).
Apart from a stray Ferrassie assemblage, which is partly a result of reduced
dimensionality, the <îuina group is well isolated from the rest. Among the
other groups far less overlap occurs than was the case for principal components,
though they are not well separated.
Once one group of assemblages has been shown tmUkely to be drawn from the
same population as the others, it is legitimate to exclude it from a repetition of the analysis, so reducing the number of dimensions required to
represent the configuration of groups and thus the likelihood of overlapping
arising daring psniectlon onto the plane of a scattergram. In this way
BTiftoesive variants'nere stripped from the dataset as their discreteness was
established. A variety of clustering algorithms were also applied to the
generalised distance matrix to confirm the extent to which the groups were
defined in more than two dimensions.
As a final step, the investigation of pairs of variants was undertaken
both in order to assess their separation and to derive a set of discriminant
functions which would be optimal for classification of border-line cases.
ReaultB
While It is not possible in the available space to give a full description
of the experiments, it should be apparent from the illustrations given that
there is considerable justification for the partition of S.W. French liousterian
assemblages proposed by Bordes, Kot only is the typological and technological
data multimodal in character, but it is possible to identify several discrete
clusters of assemblages corresponding to his suggested variante. The primary
goal of this investigation - to confirm or otherwise the existence of such
clusters on which mach discussion of the Kousterian depends - would seem to
hsjve been achieved. The interpretation of the clustew In terms of activity
facies or socio-cultural groups is a separate issue requiring comparison
with the (usually incomplete) data for site location and size, limitations
of raw material, available meat and food resources, date and climatic conditions etc. In fact, given that most of the assemblages derive from caves
or rook shelters and are therefore liable to be palimpsests of material from
successive occupations, it is altogether remarkable that auch clear structure
should be recoverable.
Despite the limitations Imposed by the inclusion of industrial data alone
in the stiidy, it is possible to make a number of comments pertinent to
selection of an interpretative model. Thus the clear definition of the
Qulna and Ferrassie groups, and more particularly the M.T.A. 'A' and 'B'
(though in the latter case the small number of assemblages is a problem),
suggests that if an evolution from one to the other is to be supported
it is necessary to postulate either a comparatively shortlived transitional
l^ase, or a poor recovery rate for its lithic assemblages.
It may also be
noted that the poorest separation between any two groups is that between
Ferrassie a:id Typique - while it is possible to obtain complete discrimination
between these, it is possible that some assemblages could be resissigned to
give better structuring, since the latter variant Is something of a 'catchall' category.
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